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What about currency?

Will we still have the pound?
Yes, we will keep the pound Sterling. The preferred way is through a currency 
union with the UK' If this is not agreed by the UK government then Scotland could 
use the UK pound without a formal agreement' 

There are similar arrangements in Europe' Denmark has its own currency6 which is 
pegged to the euro6 and has one of the most advanced economies in Europe'

The UK pound6 the dollar6 euro and other currencies are described as “fully 
tradeable”6 which means that any country can use them' There are already 0L other 
countries who use the UK pound'

Westminster parties tell us we cannot use the pound. Why 
should we not believe them?
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The pound6 like the US Dollar and Japanese Yen is a fully tradeable currency6 
which ANY country can legally use' 

The Bank of England was nationalised in 0H:z and is owned by the : home 
countries6 which means the pound is as much Scotland’s as the UKAs' 

A formal currency union will be in Westminster Y Scotland’s interests as it will 
ensure economic and fiscal security for both Scotland and the rest of the UK'

Will Scotland be forced to use the Euro?
No. It is a matter of choice as to whether a country uses the euro' 
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There are 0& members of the European Union NEUB that do not use 
the euroP Bulgaria6 Czech Republic6 Denmark6 Croatia6 Lithuania6 
Hungary6 Poland6 Romania6 Sweden and the UK'

www.indyrefanswers.com/currency
Get more answers at:



What about the NHS?

Will we still get the NHS?
Yes, the National Health Service in Scotland is currently run by the Scottish 
Parliament and government and will remain so.

The Scottish government will continue to fund all the health services it currently 
provides, including cross-border services. Medical experts have already made clear 
that the contracts currently in place to provide for cross-border treatment would 
carry on in exactly the same way.

The EU protects our access to cross-border treatment, and there are also separate 
agreements in place with countries outwith Europe.

What will happen to the NHS if we vote no?
The Scottish Parliament is responsible for health in Scotland, but funding remains 
with Westminster through the Barnett Formula, which increases or decreases every 
year in line with health spending in England.

George Osborne has pencilled in a further £35 billion in cuts to health spending.

Watch Dr Philippa Whitford explain how this puts the Scottish NHS at risk if Scotland 
votes no:
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Get more answers at:

YouTube: www.bit.ly/yes-nhs

What about blood and organ transplants?
The NHS Blood and Transplant service has confirmed that Scottish independence 
will not affect blood or organ transplants and the cross-border system will continue 
as it currently does.



What about my finances?

Will I still get my pension?
Yes. The Scottish Government has confirmed that accrued pension rights will 
continue to be honoured after independence and no pension rights will be lostY

State pensions will continue to be paid as before5 as will public sector pensions5 
including civil service5 armed forces5 police5 fire-fighters5 NHS5 universities5 teachers 
and local government pensionsY

Will my mortgage rate be affected?
No. Banks base their mortgages on the interest rate set independently by the Bank 
of England5 which in a Sterling zone would be exactly the same for Scotland as for 
the rest of the UK5 just as it is nowY

Will my bank deposits and other finances still be protected?
Yes. An independent Scotland will have effective protection for bank deposits and 
other financial products5 maintaining the level of protection currently provided by 
the Financial Services Compensation SchemeY An independent Scotland will comply 
with EU rules to provide a deposit guarantee of a minimum of £855WWWY

What will happen to my bank account?
Any current arrangements you have with banks will continueY Your current and 
savings accounts5 credit cards and mortgages will continue to be based on the Bank 
of England base rate5 which will be the same across the Sterling zoneY

Will I pay more tax after independence?
No5 there is no requirement to increase income tax or national insuranceY We can 
afford to pay for every service we have with the taxes we currently collectY Income 
tax rates and bands will not change as a result of independenceY
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www.yesscotland.netwww.indyrefanswers.com/personal-finance
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What about energy?
Scottish Independence

Is Scotland’s economy dependent on oil?
No. Even without oil and gasj Scotland’s wealth per head of population is 99N of 
the UK’sj and ranks behind only London and the South East of England on this 
measureG

I keep hearing that the oil is running out – is this true?
No. There are estimated to be up to 3A billion barrels of oil remaining in the North 
Sea – worth up to £(G7 trillionG More than half of the value of North Sea oil and gas 
is still to be extractedG Most projections say that it will continue to generate a 
significant income for Scotland for possibly 7I years or moreG
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"According to Oil & Gas UK’s Activity Survey, the reality is that the UK will 

continue to supply oil and gas well beyond 2055."

Source: UK Government – Oil and Gas Industrial Strategy 1March 3I()5

A recently discovered oil field east of Shetland has estimated reserves of over 7II 
million barrels and is expected to produce oil until 3I7IG

How important is renewable energy in Scotland?
Scotland is already a net exporter of electricityj with huge recent growth in the 
deployment of renewable generationG

www.indyrefanswers.com/oil-energy
Get more answers at:

Scotland has 37N of Europe’s tidal potentialj (IN its wave potential and over 37N 
of Europe’s offshore wind resourcesG Scotland is on target to meet all of its 
electricity needsj and ((N of its heat requirementsj by 3I3IG

YouTube: www.bit.ly/yes-energy



What about welfare?
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What about the welfare system in an independent Scotland?
The Scottish Government is committed to establishing a benefits system that is 
fair- transparent and sympathetic to the challenges faced by people receiving 
them- respecting personal dignity- equality and human rights.

In contrast- both the UK Government and the Westminster parties support the 
austerity agenda- which means a further £25 billion worth of cuts.

Will I get the same benefits and tax credits I currently receive?
Yes- you will have the same benefits and tax credits as you do now. You will receive 
the same amount and it will be paid in the same way and at the same time.

To put it simply- anything you receive now- you will receive in an independent 
Scotland.

Can we afford our own welfare system?
Yes. Scotland spends proportionally less on welfare and state pensions than the 
rest of the UK. We spend 14.4Y of our economic output in Scotland compared to 
15.9Y in the UK.

What will happen to welfare if we vote no?
The UK welfare system is scheduled to be hit with budget cuts that will penalise 
those in need.

Any cuts to public expenditure in the UK have a knock-on effect on the money 
Westminster provides Scotland- leading to huge pressure on public services in 
Scotland – hitting everyone who relies on them. 

www.yesscotland.netwww.indyrefanswers.com/welfare
Get more answers at:

With independence we will be able to develop a welfare system 
suited to Scottish needs and priorities.



What about defence?

What defence will an Independent Scotland have?
Scotland would have its own defence forceA designed to ensure that Scotland can:
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Can we afford our own defence force?
Yes. Currently £D%D billion of the UK’s defence budget comes from Scotland’s 
taxpayersA but only £j%9 billion of defence spending comes to Scotland%

The Scottish Government’s proposed defence budget is £L%P billionA which will give 
Scotland a better defence capability as well as a saving of £8NN million every year%

Are we not stronger as part of the UK?
No. Westminster isn’t working for Scotland’s defence% As a result of Westminster 
policyA the number of defence personnel in Scotland was cut by more than LMGA 
compared to jLG for the UK overall%

The Royal Navy does not have one single major surface vessel based in Scottish 
waters% This is despite the fact that providing protection to offshore oil assets and 
fishing vessels is of prime importance to Scotland’s defenceA security and economic 
interests%
%
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Land and property inherited by the proposed Scottish Defence Force would include 
the Faslane naval base on the ClydeA and the Leuchars and Lossiemouth RAF bases%

Protecting Scotland’s seas is best done from Scotland not Portsmouth%
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Secure its bordersA landA air space and sea

Deter attacks and protect its citizens and assets

Make a contribution to peacekeeping in the world

www.indyrefanswers.com/defence
Get more answers at:



What about education?
Scottish Independence

Would Scottish University students still get free education?
Yes. The Scottish Parliament has full control of education policy- Access to higher 
education in Scotland is based on the ability to learn– not the ability to pay-

However– Westminster cuts Scotland’s budget every year and this could affect our 
access to free education- Only independence will ensure that Scotland has the 
power to keep education free to those who live here-
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What would independence mean for education in Scotland?
Because the Scottish Government has control of education in Scotland– our system 
is performing well- Scottish pupils outperform the OECD average in reading and 
science and according to a recent ONS report is the best educated country in 
Europe-

How will research be supported in an independent Scotland?
Academic research funding is currently sourced from Scotland– the UK– Europe 
and worldwide- This will not change after independence- The excellence and 
quality of the research capabilities are what drives investment in research – it is 
not restricted by geographic boundaries-

This improvement in performance has been achieved despite ongoing cuts 
imposed by Westminster- With independence we will avoid the budget cuts 
already agreed by the Conservative– Lib-Dem and Labour parties as part of their 
austerity programme-

Read more:  http://ind.pn/1xhJpZc

www.indyrefanswers.com/education
Get more answers at:



What about Trident?
Scottish Independence

Do we need a nuclear deterrent?
No. Nuclear weapons are incredibly expensive and almost useless in terms of 
protecting us against the most significant threats to our national security – such as 
terrorismW

A recent report from the Nuclear Education Trust has concluded that for the 
foreseeable future there is no nuclear threat to UKW The report is based on written 
submissions and a series of interviews with current and past Defence Secretaries’ 
Ministers’ academics’ think tanks’ campaign groups and other defence policy 
stakeholdersW

Aside from the fact that we don3t need nuclear weapons’ it is also a safety risk; in 
over the last 3P years there have been over 4P leaks from Trident weapons 
presenting a significant radiation hazard to the people of ScotlandW

What will happen to Trident?
The Scottish Government has said it would remove the UK’s nuclear weapons from 
an independent Scotland as quickly as possibleW 

Westminster is determined to waste billions of pounds on Cold War era nuclear 
weapons that most Scots don’t wantW Army generals’ defence experts’ former 
Defence Ministers’ Scottish MPs and the Scottish Government are all opposedW 
Even the United States has said the UK would be better scrapping the missilesW

Without independence’ Scottish taxpayers will continue to subsidise weapons of 
mass destructionW

www.yesscotland.netwww.indyrefanswers.com/defence
Get more answers at:



What about pensions?

Will I still get my state pension?
Yes. The Scottish Government has guaranteed to continue to pay state pensions 
after independence0 including all the rights you have built up/ The UK Department 
for Work 5 Pensions has confirmed that all pensions will continue to be paid in full0 
regardless of whether Scotland becomes independent/

Will my state pension be as much as it is now?
Yes0 in fact it will be better/ The Scottish Government has guaranteed a “triple lock” 
on state pensions after independence/ The triple lock means the state pension in an 
independent Scotland will rise in line with prices and earnings0 or by A/520 
whichever is higher/

What will happen to my private pension?
The arrangements you have with a private pension company will be unaffected/ 
Your pension will be paid in pounds Sterling so will have the same value as well/

But how can an independent Scotland afford better pensions?
Pensions are more affordable in Scotland because we pay more tax per head than in 
the rest of the UK/ Expenditure on pensions and benefits known as “social 
protection” have been lower in Scotland in each of the past five years/

For example0 social protection in A’6A363 was 65/52 of Scotland’s national wealth0 
compared to 662 for UK/

What happens to my NHS / civil service pension?
The Scottish Government has guaranteed that all public sector pension schemes will 
be fully protected/ The Scottish Public Pensions Agency already administers many 
public sector pensions and will take on any new responsibilities after independence/
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What about the economy?
Scottish Independence

Is Scotland's economy strong enough to become independent?
Yes% even excluding oil and gas% we have many strong industries that contribute to 
Scotland1s economy% including:

www.yesscotland.netwww.indyrefanswers.com/economy
Get more answers at:

Would businesses invest in an independent Scotland?
Scotland already has the best record of any part of the UK – including London – in 
landing jobs from inward investment2

In June% Ernst Y Young reported that foreign investment into Scotland has reached 
its highest level for 47 years2 With independence we can create a business climate 
that encourages even more businesses to invest in Scotland2

What would happen to Scots employed by UK companies?
The jobs those people are doing now will still need to be done in Scotland after 
independence2 There is no reason to think that their employment would not 
continue2 Today% around 47& of Scotland’s private sector employees work for 
enterprises that are owned outside the UK% with no problems2

A8& of the EU’s offshore tidal and wind energy potential% worth up to £4C 
billion per year

A food and drink industry worth £4£ billion% of which £C2A billion comes 
from whisky exports

A tourism industry worth £4£ billion

A construction industry worth £A42C billion

Creative industries worth £A28 billion

An agriculture industry worth £A27 billion

A manufacturing industry worth £48 billion
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Scotland's future
wwwNyesscotlandNnet
wwwNscotreferendumNcom

Economic and social development
wwwNallofusfirstNorg

Businesses and the economy
wwwNbusinessforscotlandNcoNuk

Engaging with Scotland's women
wwwNwomenforindependenceNorg

The creative industries
wwwNnationalcollectiveNcom

An alternative vision
wwwNradicalindependenceNorg

Blogs and news articles
wwwNwingsoverscotlandNcom
wwwNbellacaledoniaNorgNuk

Pro-independence political parties
wwwNscottishgreensNorgNuk
wwwNscottishsocialistpartyNorg
wwwNsnpNorgRreferendum
wwwNlabourforindyNcom

2What about?2 by Paul Livingstone and Lesley Middlemass from Yes LarbertN 
Thanks to indyrefanswersNcom for the excellent contentN
Version CNC - Published August FjC4
Source files available at: http:RRyesNocodiaNcom

YouTube
www.youtube.com/whataboutindy
Helpful videos on the topics 
mentioned in this bookletN

www.bit.ly/yes-nhs
Dr Philippa Whitford talks about 
health and the NHSN

www.bit.ly/yes-jobs
Robin McAlpine talks about jobs and 
the economyN

www.bit.ly/yes-justice
Colin Fox talks about social justice 
and democracyN

www.bit.ly/yes-energy
Patrick Harvie talks about energy in a 
FCst century ScotlandN

Podcasts
www.bit.ly/yes-podcast1
The Scottish Independence Podcast

www.bit.ly/yes-podcast2
Lesley Riddoch2s Fiesty Productions


